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ABSTRACT 
We develop the relationship between distributive lattices and stopping 
variable problems by showing that the class of stopping variables has this 
structure. Using representation theory for distributive lattices we reduce the 
"secretary problem" and the S./n problem for Bernoulli trials to linear pro- 
gramming problems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let (~2, o~, P) be a probability triple with generic element oJ e s 
Let { ,},=a be a non-decreasing sequence of sub-Borel fields of o~. 
Any random variable (r.v.) t = t(oJ) with values 1, 2 .... (not including ~)  
such that the event [t = n] is o~ measurable for each n ~ 1 is called a 
stopping variable (s.v.). Let C n denote the subclass of stopping variables 
for which P{t ~< N} = 1. Then C 1 C C 2 C C 3 C .-. C C, where C is the 
class of all stopping variables with respect o (~, ~,  P). 
In Section 3 we show that the set CN(C) (together with a binary multi- 
plication between two stopping variables defined as the minimum 
functional) is a commutative semigroup of idempotents. This semigroup 
when viewed as its conjugate semilattice is shown to be a distributive 
lattice. 
Distributive lattices are imbued with a rich canonical structure or 
representation theory. This representation theory is developed in Sections 4
and 5 to give a complete representation theory for the set C N. 
In Section 6 we apply the representation theory to the "secretary 
problem" (see [2]) and the Sn/n problem for sequences of Bernouilli 
trials (see [3]). We succeed in converting both of these problems to 
standard linear programming problems which are amenable to solution 
with known algorithms and computers. 
* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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Aside from theoretical interest in problems of representation theory 
we develop a framework for discussing combinatorial questions about 
stopping variables. The framework developed oes fit the modern algebraic 
approach to combinatorial theory (see, e.g., [6]). 
We begin in Section 2 by giving some standard definitions in the 
theory of  partially ordered sets and lattices for the sake of completeness 
and establishing notation. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINIT IONS 
Let U denote a semigroup with binary product denoted by .. Let 5r 
denote a lattice with meet c~ and join u .  
DEFINITION 2.1. An element t in a semigroup U is called irreducible 
if the equation t = u 9 v (u, v ~ U) implies either t = u or t ---- v (inclusive). 
DEFINITION 2.2. An element of  a lattice s  is called join-irreducible 
if x u y = t (x, y ~ ~)  implies either x = t or y ~ t. Meet irreducibility 
is similarly defined. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The dimension or height d[x] of  an element x in a 
partly ordered set P is the maximum length d of  chains 
Xo~Xl  ~. . .  ~xa=x 
in P having x for its greatest element, in the case in which d[.] is finite. 
Similarly the dimension or length of  P, say d[P], is the maximum length 
of  a chain in P. 
DEFINITION 2.4. An element b is a cover of  an element c in a partly 
ordered set if b > c and b > x > c is not satisfied by an x ~ P. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A partly ordered set P is said to satisfy the Jordan- 
Dedekind Chain Condition (J.D.C.C.) if all finite connected (i.e., every 
element in the chain is a cover of  its predecessor) chains between fixed 
end-points have the same length. 
DEFINITION 2.6. In any representation of an element b E ~q~ as a meet 
of  meet irreducible elements say xl ..... x~, an element xk~ 
(k = 1, 2 ..... v) is called redundant if
b = x i N x~ O . . .  o x~_  i O xk+ i N .-" N Iv .  
It is obvious that to any representation of an element b e f a there corre- 
sponds an irredundant representation. 
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DEFINITION 2.7. A partly ordered set P satisfies the ascending chain 
condition (respectively, descending chain condition) if and only if every 
non-void subset of P has a maximal (minimal) element. Clearly if s is of 
finite order it satisfies the ascending and descending chain conditions. 
We now develop the algebraic structure of C(CN). 
3. ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF C(C N) 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let q and t2 be any s.v.'s in C(CN). I f  we define the 
product q 9 t~ = min(q,  t2), then the class C(C N) is a distributive lattice 
where for any pair q ,  t2 the meet is min(q, tz) and the join is max(q, t2). 
We will prove this result in a sequence of lemmas for clarity. 
LEMMA 3.2. With the binary product of tl , t2 defined as 
t3(eo) = min(q(co), t2(oJ)); ~o ~ g2 
and denoted by tx . t  2 the class C(C n) is a commutative semigroup of 
idempotents. 
PROOF: Clearly the s.v. t3 defined by min(q,  t2) = ta is in C(C n) 
if q and t2 are in C(Cn). Furthermore min(q, t2 )= min(t2, tl) and 
min(min(q, t2), t3) = min(tl, min(t2, ts). Thus C(C N) is closed under 
the product which is associative and commutative. The result now follows 
since 
min(q, t2) = q V q E C. ]l 
Thus C is a lower semilattice with the meet of any pair q ,  t2 equal 
to rain(q, t2), where q /> t2 if rain(q, t2) = tl as the induced partial 
ordering. The next result shows that C(C ~r) is a lattice. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  we define for each pair q ,  t2 of s.v.'s the functional 
max(q,  t2) and denote this by q o t~ then q o t2 is an l.u.b, for the pair q ,  t2 9 
PROOF: Clearly for any pair t l ,  t2, q o t~ exists in C(C n) by definition. 
Let the s.v. q be an upper bound for q ,  t~, then it suffices to show that 
q ~> max(q, t~). 
CASE I. Let ~o be ~ max(q(co), t2(~o)) = tl(w). Then 
min(max(q, t2), q) = min(tl, q) = q = max(q,  tz). 
The other case follows as case I. II 
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Henceforth we will use C(C n) to denote the semigroup C(C N) with 
binary product being the min functional. We will denote by Cse(C~e n) the 
semigroup C(C N) when discussing it as a lattice. In C(C N) or C~(Cse N) 
is denoted by l~e(Izen). 
An important class of lattices are the Dedekind or modular lattices 
(see [2, Chapter V]). We conclude by showing that the lattice C~(CzS) is 
a distributive lattice which is a special Dedekind lattice. We first define 
these concepts. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A lattice 5e is a Dedekind lattice if in ~ the following 
3 conditions for arbitrary x, y, z ~ ~a imply y = z. 
(1) x 'y=x 'z .  
(2) xoy=xoz .  
(3) y ~< z. 
If (1) and (2) imply y = z then the Dedekind lattice is also a distributive 
lattice. 
Theorem 3.1 is done with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. C~(C~ ) is a distributive lattice and hence a Dedekind 
lattice. 
PROOF: Follows immediately from the properties of min and max. I] 
We now proceed to characterize the irreducibles in C(C N) and develop 
the representation theory. 
4. IRREDUCIBILITY IN C~ N 
Before characterizing the irreducible elements in C~ N we first give 
seven useful lemmas which are essentially corollaries of the more general 
results for all distributive lattices. For proofs we refer to the given chapters 
and pages of "Lattice Theory" by G. Birkhoff [1]. 
LEMMA 4.1. In the semigroup C N, irreducibility, of an element k 
equivalent to meet irreducibility of that same element in C~ N. 
PROOE: The product in C N corresponds to the meet in C~ N. (See 
[5, pp. 57-58].) Let tj; j---- l, 2,...; N denote the stopping variable 
tj ~ j .  
58z/9/z-4 
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LEMMA 4.2. I f  Cze N is of finite order with dimension d[C~? t] then 
any chain of length d[C~ N] has t -~ 1 for its least element and t =-- N for 
its greatest element. 
PROOF: If a chain d[Cze ~] does not have either t ~- 1 or t ~ N for its 
end-points then a longer chain is obtained by adjoining the missing t ~- 1 
or t ~- N, thus obtaining a chain of length d[Cze N] + 1, or d[C~ N] -k 2, 
which contradicts the definition of dimension. [[ 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  all bounded chains in C~ N are finite then C j  ~ satisfies 
the J.D.C.C. 
PROOF: See [1, p. 67]. II 
LEMMA 4.4. I f  C~ ~ is of finite length d[C~e N] then the number of 
irreducible lements in C~ ~ is d[Cse N] + 1. 
PROOF: See [1, Theorem 5, and example 2, p. 139]. [1 
LEMMA 4.5. In C~ N the representation f an element as an irredundant 
meet of meet irreducible lements i  unique. 
PROOF: See [1, p. 142]. l[ 
THEOREM 4.6. I f  C~e N satisfies the ascending chain condition, each s.v. 
has one and only one representation asan irredundant meet of meet irreducible 
elements (and dually if  C~ ~ satisfies the descending chain condition). 
PROOF: See [1, p. 142]. II 
THEOREM 4.7. In C~e N the representation a = xl (~ x~ n ... r~ xv of 
an element a as a meet of meet irreducible elements is irredundant unless 
xi > xj for some pair (i, j). 
PROOF: See [1, p. 143]. N 
These results give a complete representation theory for stopping 
variables in terms of meet irreducible stopping variables. Thus an analytic 
or other description of the set of meet irreducible stopping variables could 
prove useful in a variety of stopping rule problems. 
The next two general theorems give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for an element of a commutative semigroup of idempotents to be meet 
irreducible. These appear to known (see [4]); we include the proofs since 
we have no references. 
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THEOREM 4.8. In a commutative semigroup o f  idempotents U, i f  an 
element x is irreducible then it has exact ly one cover in the conjugate 
semilattice U~ unless it is max imal  in which case it has no covers. 
PROOF: Suppose the contrary,  i.e., x has two covers and is irreducible. 
Let  z, w be two such covers z ~ w. Then  z 9 w ~ x since 
( z  . w)  . x = z . (w  . x )  = z . x = x .  
Fur thermore  z 9 w < w since equal i ty impl ies w = z. Cons ider  the case 
z 9 w < z. Thus x ~ z 9 w < z, which impl ies z 9 w = x since otherwise 
z is not  a cover. This contradicts  the fact that  x is i rreducible.  The case 
z 9 w < w fol lows in an identical  manner ,  rl 
A part ia l  converse is given by: 
THEOREM 4.9. I f  U~e satisfies the descending chain condition and an 
element x ~ U~ has exact ly one cover then x is irreducible. 
PROOF: Suppose x has one cover  y and x is reducible. Then  3 two 
elements z ,w~U~z.w- - - -x ,  z@w,  z :~x ,  w:y~x.  Now either 
z @ y or  w :7~ y. Cons ider  the case z :7~ y; the other  case is identical. 
Now z 9 y ~< y by def init ion o f  9 and 4 ,  and 
(z . y )  . x = z . (y . x) - -  z . x = x. 
Thus z 9 y is a unit  o f  x. This implies x ~ z 9 y ~< y. Since y is a cover 
o fx  we must  have that  either z 9 y -~ y or  z 9 y = x but  not  both.  Suppose 
z .y  = x, then z .y  < y implies z <y  or  z and y are incomparable.  
I f z  < y then, since z ~ x, y is not  a cover. Hence  z andy  are incomparab le  
and z > x. The set o f  all e lements greater than x and less than z must have 
a min imal  e lement since U~ satisfies the descending chain  condi t ion and 
this e lement must  be cover  o f  x, which contradicts  y being the only cover. 
Thus z 9 y = y. Now since z ~ y we must  have z ~ y, since z is a unit 
o f  y. This implies w :7~ y since otherwise x ---- w 9 z = z 9 y = y. Hence  
w ~ y or  w and y are also incomparable .  I f  w and y are incomparab le  
then w ~ x implies as above by the descending chain cond i t ion  that y is 
not  the only cover. Thus w ~ y, which impl ies w 9 y = y. Now since 
z .y - - - - -ywehavey- - - -w .y~w. (z .y )~(w-z ) .y=x.y=x;hence  
y = x, which is a contradict ion,  ri 
Employ ing  Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 we can now determine i f  a stopping 
rule is i rreducible by count ing  its covers. I f  we can also determine the 
length o f  the lattice C~ N we can hence determine the number  o f  irreducibles 
f rom Lemma 4.4. Thus we have a means o f  knowing  i f  a set o f  irreducibles 
contains all the irreducibles (i.e., is a generat ing set for  C J r  
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We now employ these results to characterize all irreducible stopping 
rules which are functions of arbitrary sequences of  finite-valued random 
variables. 
5. SEQUENCES OF FINITE-VALUED RANDOM VARIABLES 
Let )(1, X2 .... be a sequence of finite-valued random variables, and 
let ni be the number of possible values of  Xi ,  i = 1, 2,.... Let s be the 
product space associated with X1, X2 ,... 9 Let ~ be the a-field generated 
by (X1 ..... X,) and o~ the usual product a-field. Let P be the usual 
resultant product measure and we assume to avoid trivialities that each 
sequence (xl .... , xs) where xk is one of the nk possible values of  Xk, 
k = 1, 2 ..... j = 1, 2,... has positive probability. Let C be the set of  all 
stopping variables on (sg, o~, p)  and C N the set of  all stopping variables 
t~P{t  <~ N}~ 1. 
For each k = 1, 2,..., N -  1 and each k-tuple (x~ ..... xk) of  possible 
values of  X1 ,..., Xk define 
t; N t% ...... ~)(eo) = if coex l  • x2 • "'" • xk • l-[ f2i, (5.1) 
i=k+l 
otherwise, 
where f2~ is the set of  values of  X i ,  i = 1, 2 ..... 
Let I ~ be the set of  all t's in C N of the form (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  t ~ I N then t is irreducible. 
PROOF: Let t be of  the form t% ...... p(o)). Let 
Bk=x~ X x~ X ".. X xk X fi s 
i=k+l 
It suffices by Theorem 4.8 to show that t% ..... %)(w) has exactly one cover. 
To this end define: 
t~l ..... xk)(w) = lkq -1  ifotherwise.~O ~ Bk, (5.2) 
For brevity we denote by t' == ti~ ~ ..... ~)(~o) and t = t% ...... p(~o). 
It is obvious that t' > t in the lattice Cse N. We now show it is a cover. 
Suppose 3 a t* e C~ N ~ t' > t* > t. Then 
CASE I. I f  co ~ Bk then t*(oJ) ~ N for all co ~ Bk. 
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CASE II. I f  oJ c Bk then k -t- 1 > t*(o~) ~ k. Since t* :/: t, t* ~ t', 
t* must by Case I assume both the values k and k -k  1 for different 
oJ e B~. Thus for a proper subset o fBk ,  t* = k and the event {t*(o 0 = k} 
must be ~ measurable; this is impossible since Bk is an atom in ~.  
Thus t' is a cover; we must now show it is the only cover. Let us suppose 
t**(~o) e C N is another cover of  t. I f  eo ~ Bk then t**(~o) ~ N. I f  ~o e B~ 
then t**(o~) >~ k and equality cannot hold over all Bk. Thus again there 
must be a proper subset of  Bk for which t**(~o) = k; this is impossible 
hence t**(~o) > k for all oJ c B~. Thus either t**(~o) > t' or equal to t', 
in which case it cannot be a cover. I[ 
Thus /u  contains only irreducible stopping variables. To show that I N 
contains all the irreducible stopping variables we begin by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. The length o f  C~ N (i.e., d[C~N]) is g iven by: 
d[C~e N] = n . (5.3) 
j=2 
PROOF: By Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, it suffices to prove that the length of  
a connected chain from t ~= 1 to t ~ N has length 
J--1 
j=2 
Thus consider a connected chain passing from t ~= 1 to t~ ~ N and 
passing through t~ ~= j for j ~ 2, 3 ..... N --  1. The length of  a chain 
from t~. to t~.+l can be calculated as follows: There are nl • n2 • "" • n~ 
possible j-tuples of  observations of  x~ .... , x~ ; denote these byy i ,  Y2 .... , YJ. 
l-~n i . 
i=1 
Define the sequence of stopping variables, 
J 
tj,0 ~ t~, {tj,~}~__i{ " '  
by 
U ( =I~N.+I ~'2k ) t~.k(oJ) = { jq -  1 if ~oEi=l Yi • k ' 
j otherwise. 
Clearly t~. < tj,1 < t~,2 < "" < t~.,nlx~x...x~ j = tj+l. The fact that t~.,k+l 
is a cover of tj,~ follows as in the proof  of Theorem 4.1. Hence the length 
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from t~ to tj+l is Ili~=l n~. Thus the length of the connected chain from 
t~ l to t=- -N is  
N /5--1 \ 
as was to be proved. [I 
COROLLARY. I N contains every irreducible stopping rule except N ~- N. 
PROOF: The number of rules in I N is 
J--1 
j=2 
and every rule is irreducible. [I 
EXAMPLES: 1. Let each xi have two possible values, say bl and b2- 
Then the number of rules in I N is 
N N--1 
"/if(IN) = ~ 2'-1 = Z 2k = 2( 2N-1 --  1). 
]=2 k=l  
The length of the lattice Cae N is the same. 
2. Suppose each xi has i possible values, e.g., in problems in which 
relative rank is observed the i values are 1, 2 ..... i. Then 
N N--I 
~ar(IN)= y ' ( j - -  1)! = ~ j!, 
j=2 j= l  
while the length of the lattice is also ~jN~I j!. 
Now that we have characterized the irreducible stopping variables, 
it remains to determine when a subset of I N gives a unique representation 
of a stopping variable. This is equivalent to asking when a subset of /re 
considered as a meet of the elements of that subset does not contain any 
redundant dements. To answer this question we make the following 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 5.1. For every t s I N we define the span of t to be the 
smallest positive integer k such that P{t = k} > O. 
DEFINITION 5.2. We say that a stopping rule t e I N is a prefix of a 
stopping rule s e I N if 
(1) the span of t is strictly less than the span of s, and 
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(2) if t has span k and s has span j then 
{o~ : s ~- j} C {~o : t = k}, k<j .  
DEFINITION 5.3. A subset R N of 1 N is said to be irredundant if the meet 
of all elements in R rr is irredundant; e.g., if 
R ~ ~ {tll~, t~,..., t ~)} 
represents some stopping rule t E I N. I f  that representation is irredundant 
then we say R ~r is irredundant. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  t~ I  ~ is of  theform t = t(~ ..... ~p(w) and s~I  N is of the 
form s = s(ul ..... ~p(w) then t is a prefix of s i f  and only i f  k < j and xi = Yi 
for each i = 1, 2,..., k. 
PROOF: Follows by Definition 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.4. A subset R N of I N is irredundant i f  and only i f  no element 
of  R ~ is a prefix of another element in R ~r. 
PROOF: The proof is immediate since by Theorem 4.7 it suffices to 
prove that an irreducible stopping variable t is greater than another 
irreducible stopping variable s if and only if s is a prefix of t. This is 
immediate by Lemma 5.3. [[ 
COROLLARY ]. The number of stopping variables in C~ ~ which have 
a unique irredundant representation in terms of k irreducible stopping 
variables is equal to the number of irredundant subsets of I N of order k. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R~ s be the number of irredundant subsets of I N of 
order k. Then the number of  stopping variables in C~ N is ~ R~ N where 
the sum is over all possible k. 
The question ow arises to determine necessary and sufficient conditions 
for constructing an irredundant subset of I N of order k. To this end, 
in an arbitrary irredundant subset B~ N of I N of order k, let l~, 
j ---- 1, 2 ..... N --  1 be the number of s.v.'s of span j in B~ N. Then we have; 
THEOREM 5.5. If Bk ~ is an irredundant subset of order k then the 
sequence of  span numbers 11 .... , IN_ 1 satisfy 
N--1 




i n ~ 1 for each v = 1, 2,..., N - -  1. (5.6) 
i=1 I~k=l k 
Furthermore, given any sequence of  span numbers 11 .... ,/N-1 satisfying 
(5.5) and (5.6) it is possible to construct an irredundant subset of order k 
having these span numbers. 
PROOF: TO show that in an irredundant subset Bk N of order k the {li} 
satisfy 5.6, we have immediately h ~< nl and lz ~< (n --  11) 9 n2 and 
k=l  k=2 k=3 
v = 1, 2,..., N - -  1, (5.7) 
since otherwise some element of the subset of lv rule would have a prefix 
in one of the subsets of 11,12 .... , lv_ 1 rules. Thus f rom 5.7 we have 
v--1 li Iv +~1 i 1-I "k=l n~ = /~k=l nk ~ 1 for all v = 1, 2,..., N --  1. (5.8). 
This proves the first part; a construction procedure for given ll ,..., IN-1 
satisfying (5.6) and (5.5) is obvious. [[ 
COROLLARY 1. The number of stopping rules in C N whose irredundant 
representation i terms of irreducibles that correspond to a subset of 17q 
of order k is the number of solutions in non-negative integers of the equations 
(5.5) and (5.6). 
In the next section we apply the irreducible representations previously 
developed to the "secretary problem" and to the s./n problem for  
Bernouilli trials. 
6. APPLICATIONS OF REPRESENTATIONS 
I. The "Secretary Problem" 
In reference 2, Chow et al. consider the following problem. Following [2],. 
N girls apply for a certain position. I f  we could observe them all we could 
rank them absolutely with no ties, f rom rank 1 (best) to rank N (worst). 
However the girls appear one by one in random order, so that when 
the i-th girl appears we can observe only her rank relative to her i - -  1 
predecessors, i.e., 1 § the number of  predecessors better than she. We: 
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may either select the i-th girl to appear, in which case the process ends 
or we may reject her and go on to the (i 4- 1)-th girl, in the latter case 
the i-th girl cannot be recalled. One of the N girls must be selected. 
Let X denote the absolute rank of the girl selected. Then X has the 
values l, 2 ..... N with probabilities determined by the stopping rule used. 
What stopping rule will minimize the expectation of the absolute rank 
of the girl selected ? 
Let Yi denote the raltive rank of the i-th girl to appear. From [2] we 
have that, using any stopping rule J, 
E[XI = E[  N 4- 1 ITs]. (6.1) 
J 4 -1  
We wish to minimize (6.1) with the choice of the optimal stopping rule J. 
From (6.1) we have, by trivial computation, 
E[X]= ~ ~ N + I ~=1~=1 K4-~-"  j ' P{Yk  = J Id~ k} .P{ J=k}.  (6.2) 
Let us give the generic rule J the generic irreducible representation 
in terms of J1, J2 ..... J~ all irreducible, then 
lk (6.3) P{J = k} = P{min(J1, J~ ..... Jr) = k} = k I 
where, lk = number of J ' s  of span k, k = 1, 2 ..... N -- 1 and 
P{J = N} = P{min(J~, J2 ,-.., J~) = N} 
= P{J~ = N, J2 = N, .... .Iv = N} 
N-~ lk 
= 1- -  Z k ! "  (6.4) 
/c=l 
Let lkj be the number of J 's  of span k whose Yk = J. Then we have 
trivially 




P{ YN = J rJ = N} -- lm (6.6) 
tN' 
Y-1 lk " N! 
lv =U! - -  • k!  " (6.7) 
k=l  
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Thus the problem can be reformulated to minimize 
E[X] = ~ ~ N + I lkj 
k=lj=l k+ 1 " j "  k!  " (6 .8)  
Subject o the side conditions: 
l,~ i~ ~ lk, 
(i -- 1)v- + k! 
9 k= l  u=l  
_ 1~j ~ i  l~ 
(i -- 1)t +k~ -~" 
~< 1 (see Theorem 5.5) 
i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,N - - I ,  
j = 1, 2 ..... i. (6.8.1) 
The lm are defined by 
lm N-1 k lk~ 
(N- -  1)! + Z Z v! -- 1. (6.8.2) 
k=l  v=l  
The objective function (6.8) is linear and the constraints (6.8.1) are 
linear. Thus the original problem is reduced to a standard linear 
programming problem which can be solved on any large-scale digital 
computer using, e.g., the simplex algorithm. If the optimal kj's are not 
integers this would imply that the best rules are randomized rules. 
II. sn/n for Bernouilli Trials 
In reference [3], Chow and Robbins prove the existence of optimal 
stopping rules for the problem of maximizing s,~/n for sequences of 
observations each being +1 or --1. In this section we consider the 
problem of finding a stopping rule which maximizes s./n, where 
s~----)(1 + X~ + ""+ X~ and the sequence {Xi}~= 1 is a sequence of 
independent identically distributed Bernouilli random variables (i.e., 
Xi = 0 or 1). 
Mathematically the problem is to find a stopping rule, J, which 
maximizes 
N i 9 
E [@]  = i__~ t'= ~.= J Nijf(1 -- p)i-j, (6.9) 
where Bi; is the number of/-tuples (X1 .... , Xi) ~ J -- i and sj = j, and 
p=P{X,= 1}, i=  1,2 ..... N. 
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Note that we seek the best truncated stopping rule. 
Let us again consider a generic representation in terms of v irreducible, 
i r redundant stopping variables, say ,11 ..... J~. 
Let lit = number of Jk's of span i where X 1 + X 2 q- ... q- Xi ~ j. 
Then the problem becomes one of maximizing 
subject o 
l~j + 
J li~pJ(1 __ p)i- j  
i=1 j=O 
(6.10) 
,-1 ~ l~ , , ( i - - k )  ~(~)  ix  1,2 , . . . ,N - -1 ,  (6.10.1) 
k=l ,=o j ~ ' j = O, 1,..., i. 
This is derived as in Theorem 5.5. The Im are defined by 
N--I k 
k=l tz=O j -  /Z j 
Thus this problem is again reduced to a l inear programming problem 
with linear constraints. 
Hopefully many more examples can be found for which the method of 
irreducible representations will be useful. 
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